Project Talents
Circular Innovation Programs
To accelerate the change towards the circular economy, Innoboost offers Innovation Programs
that will help speed up circular business creation while de-risking by constantly engaging and
validating with the innovation community.
To host these programs we are looking for self-starters, proactive, committed, and entrepreneurial
project managers. To Innovate, Validate and Co-create.
By nature, you are a
-

-

-

Community-manager: you understand the human behavior of every target group and
know how to influence this to guide them to better, more sustainable choices and habits.
Business Experimenter: you define the best business experiments to learn fast and you
set up these experiments.
Researcher: you collect and analyze the data from different sources to learn what works
best and anticipate the next step in the innovation program.
Creative facilitator: you prepare, script and facilitate (face2face/virtual/hybrid) co-create
sessions to inspire participants to dream big and think practical and according to these
principles you will set up and produce engagement campaigns, on our digital platform.
Project manager: You lead the steps approach and are responsible for top quality within
the budget and timing constraints. You plan resources and brief talent, you provide input
for commercial quotes while keeping an eye on the outcome. In short: you act as a
genuine Scrum Master.
Communicator: you are good at building compelling stories to convince people and you
present your ideas in an inspirational way.

You will work with a collective of innovation professionals, based in Europe and Asia. This implies
that you know your way around online collaboration tools like Teams, Miro, Google as well as
services like SurveyMonkey, SendinBlue, and on our digital platform.
Conditions
Work Experience:
Education:
Field of study:

2-4 years
HBO/ WO
Business administration, Communications, Psychologie, Innovation

Has your interest been aroused? We are curious about you, send your resume and motivation to
cornelissen@innoboost.nl

